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Abstract:
Terrestrial neutrons due to cosmic rays from the outer space are constantly striking electronic
devices at ground level. Each neutron is likely to generate a cascade of atomic displacement,
that can be referred to as Single Particle Displacement Damage. With device integration, these
single cascades might impact the properties of integrated devices. This tutorial presents a
comprehensive approach for the simulation of Single Particle Displacement Damage, from the
incident particle interaction to the resulting electrical effect observed experimentally. The
different steps of the global approach are presented, first describing the succession of
phenomena at stake, and then identifying the corresponding simulation technique chosen for
each step of the process, some outputs of one step being the inputs of the next. Combining
different techniques allows covering large time scales, from the fs for the interaction itself to
long-term evolution observed after seconds and more.
Monte Carlo simulation of the interaction between an incident particle and silicon, in the Binary
Collision Approximation (BCA) is first performed. The next step is a classical Molecular Dynamics
(MD) simulation of the trajectory of selected Primary Knock-on Atoms (PKA), with the detailed
displacement cascade and the first steps of its evolution. To explore the long term evolution of
this structure and reach time scales comparable with experimental data, a new technique
called the kinetic Activation-Relaxation Technique (k-ART) is then used. Finally, first principles
calculations are performed to calculate the electronics properties of the selected atomic
damage structure. The output is, for each selected atomic damage structure, the energy levels
introduced in the bandgap and the associated electronic activity. The originality of this
comprehensive approach is to link these different types of simulations that are usually
performed independently, to obtain realistic damage structures representative of what results

from the initial neutron-silicon interaction and to identify defect structures detrimental to the
technology’s performances.
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